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ATOMIC ENERGY COMNIISSION

MEETING NO. 1069

2;15 p.m., Wednesday, March 23, 1955
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Mr, Bloch reported on the progress of c obstruction
,1

of production facilities*

With regard to the problem of U-232 contamina-
tion in U-233, he said that a staff paper is being prepared
which will review the problems in U-233 production which
have been encountered thus far. (See AEC 706/11, subse-
quently circulate d.) He observed, however, that these pro-
blems might result in a delay of perhaps a year in achieving
U-233 production.

Mr, Libby observed that the emergence of the U-232
contami~tion problem suggests that the development d t?~a
centrifuge process of isotopes separation should be accek-
rated and emphasizes the importance of the homogeneo~~s
reactor whose conthuous fuel pr oces sing system would
largely eliminate contamination, General Fields said tixt
new developments in DOD thinking on thermonuclear
weapons might result in less stringent requirements for
low g/t plutonium, with a consequent deer ease in the
urgency of the U-233 programt

At this point the Chairman entered the meeting.

Mr. Bloch then reported
fissionable mater ial for February.

on production rates of

b, Military Application

on the progress of Operation
for future test operations

General Fields reported
TEAPOT. VTith regard to planning
he said it now appears that the staff will recommend that
Operation DIYIE be combined with Operation REDWING, to
be held in the Pacific during the spring of 1956.
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and

d. Research

Mr. D. R. Miller repu~ted on research projects in
high-temperature chemistry which ar”e supporied by the AEC
and discus sed with the C ommisqion means of further devel-
oping this pr ograme

e, Biology and Medicine
,.

Mr. Brown reviewed proposals for revising and
expanding A12C programs in Japan, and for ass iting Japanese
atomic energy pr ejects, (See minutes of Meetin8 1066s)
The Chairman informed Mr. Brown of the OCB position that
Hiroshima or Nagasaki would not be appropriate sites for Q
medical research reactor but that other sites might be
acceptable~*

.,

At this point Mr. Smith left the meeting and Me ssrs, Gardner
Trevithick entered.

Mr. Brown then reported on the progress of Project
TROLL and outlined proposals which the Commission may
later be asked to consider for a public release on ~he P: O-

ject and for declassification of some of its data to pernit
unclassified discuss ion with Japanes,e..scientists in the near
futur,e; The Commissioners expressed interest in examining
analyses of the Project TROLL data. He also informed the
Commission that the Division would later propose U. S,
collaboration with Japanese scientists in Project NORPAC, a
radiolo~ical survey to be conducted in the North Pacific
later in the year.

At this point the Chairman and Mr, Brown left the meeting c
.

f. Organization and ~er sonnel

Mr. Smith reported briefly on aspects of the
Organization and ‘er sonnel program.

Xsee memorandum from Paul F, Foster on this subject, dated
March 16~1955, on file in the Office of the Secretary.
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